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Dear Tablers,

It is not only my biggest joy and pleasure to interact with all of you but a phenomenal way to 
express and help you express our passion for tabling. For years Rum Punch has been 
archiving and documenting 'dreams to reality' initiatives of all tablers of Area 5.  I myself 
have been writing, editing and documenting my own table's work for the past 4 years 
through “Achievers Express”.  The biggest joy of tabling comes from within that here is this 
pursuit which is 'pure' and keeps on getting 'purer' as it’s essentially a selfless acitivity. In 
today's highly mechanical and commercial world, these pursuits are rare.  

So if we look at Area 5 and ask ourselves, what is that magic which creates milestones after 
milestones in social and fellowship initiatives? One word which encapsulates this is 
'commitment'. I may not have been an avid tabler at the Area level but I have been part of  
many major events. At the 33rd Area AGM at Mussoorie , the camaraderie and vibrancy was 
inevitably infectious. People who were strangers became friends and baffled me with their 
enthusiasm. Following that I started observing all activities at the Area level which was 
happening even where I wasn't present.  Here, I would like to mention that the Area 5 Blog is 
a great resource for anybody interested in looking at various facets and events of tabling. 
Kudos to Tr. Nikhil Rai of DURT 229 for creating this.

One of the major reasons, I feel that tabling is becoming more learning driven is the 
opportunity of international tabling. The feeling that we are part of a global movement 
energizes me and encourages everyone to feel that tabling 'connects' you to the world 
outside our country as well. The “WAH India” event was a shining example of this, over 70 
tablers came from across Europe. The joint socials and other events in Jaipur and Delhi 
around this event highlighted Indian tablers’ resolve to promote Indian tabling 
internationally as well.  

Fellowship this year reached new heights. One look at events and one feels that there is 
hardly anything that is not touched. Other than Area Fellowship Drives, joint socials, this 
year new concept and theme based events did particularly well.  LAPD is a great idea for 
twinklers and it should prosper in years to come. Area 5 Leadership Conclave is a peerless 
initiative which will help developing new goals and standards in tabling and also create new 
leaders. 

CRT 216 has been pushing the envelope on all fronts and I wish that their enthusiasm will 
continue in the coming year as well.  In fellowship, Sham-E-Avadh  by DDRT 157 proved to be 
extremely popular. In sports ,the inter table cricket tournament by DART 130 also brought in 
a lot of participation. 

In July 2012, the process to incorporate a new table in Delhi started. DURT 229  emerged as a 
young and extremely vibrant table which holds a lot of promise. 

Our Ladies Circle  (LC) has also contributed a lot of articles and essays, for this issue, on their 
areas of interest . I feel LC is a great movement and should become bigger each year. Cr. 
Surabhi Sapra has been my partner in this association. Hats off to her.

In the end, I have realized it’s not just about awards and recognitions but about drive and 
passion. The drive of AC Mohit Arya, who asked me to edit Rum Punch and AVC Prashant 
Aggarwal is one of the main reasons I joined tabling and I thank them for all their support.  I 
would also like to thank my wife Adity for pushing me to complete Rum Punch even though 
one faced many challenges. 

Your suggestion and inputs are welcome at 

Lets Bring on The Magic !like Mr. Potter

Regards
Rahul

Rahul@creativechildrenmedia.com

Editor’s Note
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My Fellow Magicians,

What a wonderful, magical and captivating 6 months its been since I took over as 
the Area Chairman of the most enchanting and energetic area of RTI.

To say that these last 6 months have been busy, would be a gross understatement. 
Weve seen some incredible energy, non-stop tabling activites, and in doing so 
we've witnessed tablers tapping into their selves, finding their hidden potential 
and in doing so, creating the magic. 

Be it internal extensions – wherein we just crossed the magic number of 350 
tablers, or external extensions – where we are set to extend atleast 5 new tables 
this year, we have created a little bit of magic. Be it Fellowships where we have had 
a record number of joint tabling events this year, undertook a magical Fellowship 

stdrive, and are even set to host the 1  stand alone NEx in Area 5, we have managed to 
create a little magic.

stIn Projects and Fund Raising, again we created a little bit of Magic. 1  time Projects 
undertaken by tables, new FTE projects announced and completed, projects under 

stthe playground scheme completed, and the 1  ever vist by NNBS students to Area 5 
ensured that the magic continued to sparkle.

In every sphere of tabling, we have managed to find the spark that has created the 
stmagic. Whether it was the 1  ever Area Leadership Conclave held in Area 5, or the 

inter table cricket and antakshari, whether it was the launch of a twinklers 
stmagazine or the go green initiatives taken up by tables. Whether it was the 1  Blind 

Car Rally organized in the Area or a successful and fun filled treasure hunt, the 
magic seems to have touched us all.

But above all, this year has been magical because its been fun. The energy, 
camaraderie, fellowship and bonding during the year, has been the real Magic. And 
its all on account of the terrific Magicians – the Table Chairman and Conveners who 
tirelessly planned the year, the hard working secretaries who ensured the magic 
was captured and further dissipated and most importantly, the floor tablers who 
put the plans into action, thereby creating the Magic.

stI congratulate Tr. Rahul Gupta on releasing the 1  issue of Rum Punch for the year 
2012-13. Knowing his skill and capabilities as an editor, im sure we're in for a truly 
magical treat.

Lets Keep the Magic Going!

LMF Tr. Mohit Arya
Chief Wizard
Team Magic

Chairman’s Message
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Dear Magicians of Area 5,

They say Magic is an illusion whereas Magic in Area 5 is reality...a reality which transformed every 
magical dream to life, be it fellowship, projects, publicity, corporate alliance, leadership and HR 
programs, go green campaigns, twinkler's activities, fund raisers, sports, GC & SH sales, Extensions 
(internal & external), every aspect of Tabling took its true shape to exhibit Area 5's commitment to 
Tabling.

I would personally like to thank all Chairmen & Secretaries who supported their individual Table's 
objectives and created magic and made all of us Magicians!!!

Area 5 Magicians you have actually lived up to AC Tr. Mohit Arya's theme of 'Bring on the Magic' and NP 
Tr. Vineet Parikh's theme of 'Small Things Make a Big Difference' to create what will be a HOT Year 
during Incoming AC Tr. Prashant Agarwal's tenure.

The Champion Secretaries of Tables of Area 5 have performed beyond the call of duty and given me the 
necessary support to fulfill my obligations as the AST and I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of them for a magical 
job well done. Further, would like to thank NST Tr. Deepak Manoo Medna for being a true source of inspiration and guiding us 
ASTs all through this year. As we all buddies for life continue to bring on magic for yet another hot year ahead, I sign off with a 
small note 'respect every Tabler and be friends because har ek dost zaroori hota hai'.

Congrats, Tr. Rahul Gupta (DART 130) for this Magical Edition of Rum Punch!!!

With Love to all from a passionate Tabler!!!

YIT

Tr. RISHI ARORA
Area Secretary & Treasurer (2012-13)

Secretary's Message

Dear Friends,

I am the virtue of my own heart, I am the well of my own desire, I am the thread that could make this 
kite fly higher…

I am the God of my own morals; I am the one who solves his own quarrels…

I am the flame that burns inside, I am the road that runs on all sides,

I am the words that come out, I am the silence that speaks aloud!!!

Warm Greetings to you and your family. Heartiest congratulations for the wonderful 9 months that 
have passed by…

th9  of Sep 2012 was officially my first day as Area Chairperson Area 5 and we kick started the year 
stwith an remarkable 1  Area 5 AEX and 2 heart touching projects- 30 Make a Wish and 150 Go green 

bags, a total worth of Rs. 1,20,000/-. We had the Twinklers sapling Plantation project and Twinklers 
LAPD prog. We initiated the Area Newsletters. 2 Circlers attended the LCI Conf in Sweden. The big bang went on as 2 Circles were 
recognized for early submission of the annual subscription and 2 effervescent Circles getting added to our Area- LC124 & LC125. 
Congratulations to both of you! 

We've enjoyed 2 Area fellowships- one in Punjab and one in Rajasthan, which was clubbed with the President's visit. Our Circlers 
participated in the Wah-India tour. “Click On” the Twinkler's National painting competition saw 2 winners from our Area. We 
were visited by the sweet & Coy Nepal LC President; which was a great experience. I would like to thank Area 5 RT, RTIT/F, all my 
Circles and all sponsors for their contribution towards the LC Area5 Joint Projects. This includes the money contributed by RT 
Area 5and the sale of the Area pins. With your support we have been able to complete 5 Joint Area Projects worth Rs.2,78,518/-  
Apart from this all our 10 Circles participated in the Intra Area Joint Project initiative also, proposed by our National Project 
conv. 

I would like to personally thank all the Chairpersons for their overwhelming response to all Area initiatives proposed. Your 
reassurance & participation helped us to move on the right path & motivated us to improve. My dear Secretaries I salute you for 
being so prompt & efficient. Area Conv you have been a huge pillar of strength, without your constant drive, we would not have 
achieved what Area 5 has so far! Cr. Shivani & Tr. Prashant I wish you all the very best for the coming year! Knowing the charisma 
each of you exudes, I am sure; Area 5 will only shine brighter under your leadership…

Mohit, thankyou for all the help extended so far. It has been a pleasure interacting with you. Rahul and your team wishing 
you loads of luck for this issue of Rumpunch. Looking forward to its release…       

Thank you and warm rgds
Cr. Surabhi Sapra
Area 5 Chairperson, 2012-13

Area 5 LC Chairperson's Message
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‘THE FOOTHILL FIESTA’
CRT 216 & DMRT 149 HOLD A JOINT SOCIAL

7

FellowshipFellowship

CRT 216 & NDRT 24  INDULGE IN 
SOME PAINTBALL THROWING
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Fellowship

Dmrt 149 & Dmrt 43 Celebrate Ganesh Chaturthi Together

DMLC 112, DMLC 89, DMRT 43 and DMRT 149 together celebrated Ganesh 
Chaturthi at Tr  Vishal’s and Tr Sameer’s abode on Sept’23, 2012. 

The pooja was attended by more than 50 heads. Together all tablers, circlers and 
twinklers paid obeisance to Lord Ganesha and sought His blessings. 

8
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Fellowship

‘WAH INDIA!’ PRE-TOUR: 
MORE THAN 70 EUROPEAN TABLERS VISIT DELHI

9

t was one of those historic moments in tabling. Area 5 hosted around 70 tablers from 14 European countries in ISeptember 2012 who were on their way to the RT International meet WAH INDIA at Hyderabad. 

The entire Area geared up and came together for the occasion like never before.. For two days the international 
tablers were home hosted, taken on a DILLI DARSHAN and finally treated at a grand joint social of all tables



‘WAH INDIA!’ PRE-TOUR: 
MORE THAN 70 EUROPEAN TABLERS VISIT DELHI

Fellowship

Rum Punch10
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YET ANOTHER ‘DUSSEHRA DHAMAKA’ BY RT130 

he flagship event of DART 
130 was held on October T24, 2012 at a farm in 

Rajokri, New Delhi. Over the years 
this has become one of the most 
successful  fe l lowship cum 
publicity & fund raising events for 
the table and also one of the 
biggest events for Area 5. The 
chief guest for the occasion was 
renowned Sarangi player, Ustad 
Kamal Sabri ji.

In its 8th year (5th year in 
partnership with DMRT 149), the 
fair had more than 45 stalls and 
10 charity stalls. There were lots 
of tablers from different tables 
present for the event and quite a 
few also took up the free charity stalls.

There were also a few firsts: All food stalls were taken up by tablers 
and some of the top brands participated for the first time ever like: 
Yogurberry and Haldiram, thereby enhancing both the class and 
palette of the annual affair. 

The kids’ activity area had the highest number of activities ever that 
included a very large bouncy, toy train ride, plane ride, balloon 
shooting, make up, tattoo making, art n craft by an expert art teacher 
and clay modelling. 

We also had a large number of lifestyle product stalls ranging from 
innovative kids educational toys to the latest designer clothes and 
home accessories. The finale was as always with the burning of the 
huge, 40ft tall Ravan effigy with lots of eye catching fireworks! 

Ladies of DART along with DMLC 89 yet again displayed their passion 
and creativity. Their cooperation made the event a success. Overall a 
satisfying experience for all those who participated in the event!

11
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AREA FELLOWSHIP DRIVE - UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE 
arly to Bed & Early to Rise ……… BUT HOW 
EARLY???? 6, 5, 4 — NO, NO, NO 3 AM. That is what Ewe did on Saturday, the 

October 27, 2012. To honor
the instructions of our Area 
Chairman Tr. Mohit “To be there 
on time” we woke up early and my 
fellow tabler Nitin had to play 
cards all night to stay awake till 
3am. In short, we did all this to 
participate in the fellowship drive 
fron Delhi to Udaipur via Jaipur 
with other tablers from Area 5.

At Dhaula Kuan – (our point of 
embarkation) we boarded the 
bus at 5:45am (original schedule 
was to depart was at 5am) after a 
refreshing cup of tea. The excitement was spot on but it 
did not help much in keeping us awake as we were too 
sleepy.
What better way to promote fellowship than to have an 
arrangement of frozen beer to be served before day-
break. Hence the first bottle of alcohol was opened before 
7am only to continue the spirit thereafter. The Area 
chairman and his fellowship conveners had planned the 
trip meticulously which made us enjoy every minute of 
our journey to Udaipur. En-route we stopped at Shiv Oasis, 
Behror for breakfast and at Jaipur for a lavish lunch 
organized by our fellow tablers from Jaipur. It would be 
wrong to not mention the occasional sutta and the pee-
breaks where we stood in a straight line on the road-side 
creating natural urinals.

The fellowship torch was passed over to the Jaipur tablers 
and we continued our journey to Udaipur along with our 
friends from Jaipur. The trip could have turned tiresome 

12

and boring had the festival of Diwali not been around. We got 
into the mood of gambling and managed with whatever we 

could to get the game started. The 
fun poured in from all directions, be 
it whilst playing cards or singing 
old songs but coupled with 
camaraderie amongst tablers it 
indeed made our road-trip to 
Udaipur very special, which we will 
remember for a long time.

Upon reaching the hotel, we were 
greeted by the National President & 
our friends from Udaipur. Tired & 
hungry we gave in to dinner which 
was kept ready for us. It was a great 
day where we came across many 
new people who shared a common 

feeling of brotherhood & friendship, which ultimately made 
a long day an enjoyable, and a memorable one. We could not 
carry on further and crashed into our bed only to be woken 
up the next day for the Area AEX. As always, the seargenting 
at the AEX was hilarious with Dr. Chadha making sure that 
every ARYA’n gives a shot in the cup!!

Followed by lunch we proceeded towards the last leg of our 
trip as we had to catch the train back to Delhi. Had we stayed 
behind for the evening, we could have enjoyed the Arabian 
Nights, but our rush to get back to Delhi, 5 of us on 4 seats – 
we surely had a cozy ride back home! The overnight train 
went by comfortably with our friends from RT 24, Chairman 
Tr. Vikas and prospect Tr. Ankur, we played cards till wee 
hours and managed to sleep for 2 hours before we arrived in 
New Delhi at 7 AM. We had come quite far from Udaipur or 
else we could have contemplated joining the oasis, which 
our friends were treated to for being patient and for having 
stayed back.

As they say that all good things must come to an end, so did 
our trip. It was indeed a pleasure and an experience not to 
forget for us to be a part of it.

THE 14 HOUR BUS RIDE FROM DELH – JAIPUR – UDAIPUR 

Fellowship
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Fellowship

AREA FELLOWSHIP DRIVE- A REAL ADVENTURE

Day 1: Fellowship and Tabling took on a different meaning 
with the FD 2012. The kickoff of the drive was done by NFC 
Tabler Randhir Gupta from Dhaula Kuan at 5: 30 a.m.! We were 
28 Tablers and Sq. Legs in a deluxe Volvo Bus embarked on an 
ambitious journey to cover 3 cities – Jaipur, Bhilwara and 
Udaipur during this drive. Journey’s to me are the most 
memorable and enjoyable part of any trip! This was going to be 
special beyond all others!

Imagine 28 Tablers with an open bar and spiced up 
conversation can make a 14 hours journey also seem short and 
this is how this journey was meant to be. Area fellowship 
convener Anjum and Area Chairman Mohit ensured that there 
was enough actionable discussion items for all to discuss. Our 
pit stops were frequent for various reasons, yet we met up 
with Jaipur table for a joint fellowship social of 4 city tables at 
well before 1 p.m. and enjoyed an excellent lunch and 
fellowship. Jaipur to Bhilwara who meant to be a 4 hours trip 
and we were geared to make the most of post lunch with round 
of card session, keeping in mind our NST Deepak Menda’s 
penchant for a game. Imagine 8 people playing Teen Patti in a 
morning bus. 2 out of them were playing standing for 4 hours! 
Anyway trips have changes and in tabling plans change – we 
had to unfortunately drop Bhilwara from the trip as there was 
a demise in Tabler’s family. Discussion were taken, quick 
arrangements by ULRT Pankaj Duggar meant we were set on a 
8 hours journey from Jaipur to Udaipur. This gave our singing 
Deva’s Kapil & Mohit to flex their vocal chords and our HT 

Manoj to play longer game of Teen patti. Infact he got Ace 
Trail – season’s first!! Our Welcome at 11 p.m. at Udaipur 
was warm with Tablers from ULRT in full strength – 
Delicious Food, Welcome Drinks and Delightful Banter. 
Night was young ever after a awesome journey. Cards / 
Gossip session all Continued.

Day 2: Started early with Mohit waking us all up – Yes !!Yes!! 
he is a responsible dude with his Area Chairman hat asking 
everyone to come for the AEX on time. We were all dressed 
up in Yellow T-shirts & Jeans looking like school boys at the 
resort attending a class! I and Manoj were assisting Puneet 
Bansal at The PTBAT for the ULRT Tablers. A session which 
we enjoyed conducting for the enthusiastic bunch of new 
inductees to RTI. The AEX was attended by VP Vineet 
Parikh… Lunch was followed by some well deserved rest 
and catching up on lot sleep and getting ready for the 
evening Inaguration of ULRT. A perfectly organised décor 
with Arabian Theme. All of us were given head gears and 
Music, Belly Dancing and Masti through an open air party 
ensured all of us carried back smiles an our faces. Our 
Chairman Kapil was happy and showed his own moves 
which kept everyone entertained once the Belly Dancers 
were gone.

Day 3: We visited ULRT project in the morning followed by 
an awesome lunch at the club with ULRT Tablers. Bided 
adieu to all to catch some sleep on the 4 p.m. flight to Delhi. A 
journey with memories of a life time coming to an end.
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Fellowship

AREA 5 FELLOWSHIP DRIVE: SNAPSHOTS 
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Fellowship

AREA 5 CELEBRATES NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP DAY 
WITH AN ANTAKSHARI NIGHT

The Antakshari night on National Fellowship Day @ Tivoli gardens, New 
Delhi was held on November 17, 2012. Everyone had a magical evening 
of music and fellowship. There was great attendance with close to 200 
heads present and eleven tables taking part.

GLMF Delhi Dynamic Round Table (DDRT 157) walked away with the 
top honours for the evening as they won the competition and 
Tr.Dhananjay Rathi won the best male singer trophy !! 

A big YO to all & thanks to AFC Tr.Anjum & AC Tr.Mohit for a great evening 
setup with good food and drinks. 
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Fellowship

“DESERT DHUN” by RT 5, 24 & 149 CREATES MAGIC
reat Music, Awesome Ambience and GScrumptious food – An evening to 

remember. The music from the dunes of Sahara 
and their was the flavour of the evening.

The event was organised by DRT-5, NDRT-24 & 
DMRT 149 on November 30, 2012 at Zorba, 
Mehrauli marking a first musical event of Area 5.

 The event was attended by around 80 couples 
from the tabling fraternity of Delhi. This musical 
extravaganza also brought together two world 
class artists on the same platform. Bombino, 
from Niger, held the audience spell bond with his 
dry guitar and The Barmer Boys, from India, 
with their folksy tunes, also captured the 
attention of the crowd.

The evening started with Barmer boys taking to 
the stage. Their folks songs and percussion 
sounds had the audience tapping their feet. 
Singer Mangey Khan’s voice needs to the heard to 
be believed. His voice brings alive the sounds of 
the desert winds and the dunes. Their music 
enthralls! The dholak, Khurtal and Morchang set 
up a foot tapping beat that was the soul of their 
performance.

Once Bombino came on, the music seemed to 
flow from all around. The Hendrix of Niger 
with his unique guitar sounds and singular 
style of singing had the crowd asking for more. 
To add to this, the energy of his dance was 
mesmerizing. The crowd swayed to the drum 
beats and the magic sounds of his guitar.

The grand finale was truly grand! Both these 
awesome artistes on the stage together was a 
treat of a lifetime. The jugal bondi of their 
music was such as has never been heard. The 
sounds of India and Africa blended seamlessly. 
The Khurtal and the drums matched each 
other, beat for beat. 

The moorchang added a quaint sound to the 
guitar music and the lead singers brought alive 
the cultures of their countries. The crowd got 
so swept along with the music that many 
climbed up on to the satge to dance with these 
musical geniuses. All in all an event to 
remember.
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Fellowship

JHRT 185’s MEMORABLE 185th MEET 
& JOINT SOCIAL WITH CRT 216, ULRT 206 AND UURT 
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Fellowship

DDRT 157 HOSTS STUDENTS 
OF NYENRODE NEW BUSINESS SCHOOL 

GLMF DDRT 157  hosted the 
visiting students and faculty - 
Mr. Roderick and Mr.Roger of 
NNBS Holland as they arrived in 
Delhi from Ahmedabad on 
October 30, 2012. 

There were four groups of 4-5  
members each  and they were 
taken around the DDRT 157 
school and other places in town.
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Fellowship

DART130 HOSTS 2nd INTER-TABLE CRICKET 2012
ART 130 hosted the Area 5 Inter Table Cricket Tournament for the 
second year in a row on December 16 at the Gulmohar Sports DGround.  Six tables turned up with their top players for a good 

game of cricket. 

The occasion was all the more special as RTI National President Tr. Vineet 
Parikh also put on his cricketing shoes and picked up the bat.. he later 
presented the trophies to all winners.  The top Team DRT5 & 43 were the 
winners.

National President Tr. Vineet Parikh at the award 

ceremony of the Area 5 inter table cricket 

competition 2012
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Fellowship

33rd AREA AGM HELD AT MUSSOORIE  
GM - the annual general meet of the Area 5. It's the 
event's modesty that makes it sound as a general Ameet, however, its the most energetic, bombastic 

and  eagerly awaited event of the year. This time it was 
hosted by the tablers and circlers of DMRT-43 and DMLC-
112 and the presence of 271  record number of guests made 
it a challenging task for the team BINDAAS BUDDIES. 

The event unfolded at the scenic Jaypee Residency Manor, 
Mussoorie from 7th to 9th September 2012. The 
registration desk that marks the first greeting point of the 
guests for a grand welcome to the event, met with an 
unexpected wake up call. The bus bringing our esteemed 
guests, breakdown midway on to the hills at 7am in the 
morning. Most of the tablers of DMRT-43 quickly picked up 
their cars to provide assistance. The most exceptional tabler 
for assistance was our then Area 5 Chairman - 'Tr Anjum 
Arora'. He has set the precedence and exemplar to provide 
the best services and experience to all the guests.

As the registrations reached its peak by afternoon, the 
ambience of the splendid terrace lunch along with 
rejuvenating weather recharged everyone to mark the start 
of another exciting AGM. 

After the lunch everyone forced themselves away into the 
hall for the start of 6th AEX of the year  2011-12.  Dignitaries 
lit the lamp and inaugurated the AGM. 

The true spirit of tabling was showcased at the Disco 
Station, Informal Night. The hilarious enacts and dance 
performances set the momentum for the evening. The 
warmth, the energy and the intensity of the participants 
was self evident by their sheer presence on the dance 
floor until wee hours of the morning. 

The next day began with an unprecedented start of the 
AGM proceedings at 10:30am sharp, in spite of everyone 
being in knockout state until early hours after the 
informal night party.

Now, the time came for the change of banquet in the Bond 
Style. The men in black along with their hot ladies 
flaunted their bond instincts with great charm and vigor . 
It was the time to applaud the efforts put in by the tables 
and individual tablers during the year by honoring them 
in form of trophies and certificates of merits.  

Henceforth, came the time when Tr. Anjum Arora handed 
over the batten to Tr. Mohit Arya to take the association 
and the bonding of tabling to greater heights. The sheer 
presence of our national president Tr Vineet Parikh and 
his mesmerizing aura took everyone to a phantom world.

The memories of the Bindass Buddies AGM may fade 
away with time, however, our spirits will always continue 
to be high for the "Buddies For Life", and we are sure that 
these buddies will “Bring on the Magic” for many years to 
come.
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Fellowship

t was a the most momentous 
day for the Delhi Achievers 
Round table (DART 130) on I
September 8, 2012. This day 

they were crowned the BEST 
TABLE OF AREA 5 or the best 
table in northwest India.

DART 130 SWEEPS ALL AWARDS 
AT 33RD AREA AGM, MUSSOORIE

 HISTORIC 

ACHIEVEMENT

List of Awards Won:
1 Best Table (balance Trophy)

2 Best Chairman

3 Best Performance for Informal Night – dance & Skit

4 Best Community Service

5 Beat Fellowship

6 Best Publicity

7 Best Twinklers Club or Little Genius Club

8 Best Table Magazine

9 Best HRD

10 Best Sports

11 Best Fund Raising

12 Best RTI Week
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Fellowship

THE 3rd AEX AT UDAIPUR 
AND INAUGURATION OF NEW TABLE (UURT)
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abling is all about fellowship. It's the fellowship that 
leads to projects, community service and leadership. T

I feel to enjoy, understand and benefit from tabling one must 
commit to become part of the table board. This enriching 
experience will make you realize your potential and take you 
back in time where you learn immensely; traits to become wiser, 
make life long friends and excel in the field of your interest.  I 
have witnessed the best and the worst in tabling, an experience 
that has made me more passionate about tabling. The worst has 
provided me with the best learning, friends and achievements 
that I can speak of today.  Being at the helm of affairs I have 
witnessed how afflictive it is to disconnect from a family of 
tabling, to the intricacies involved in knitting a new family.

How did we form the newest and perhaps the youngest table in 
Area 5? A superficial comment – became a dream – and 
eventually a reality.  Faced with multitude challenges and 
questions in my mind we set forth for this engaging feat with two 
things with us - passion and group of like-minded friends. One of 
the foremost challenges that we were faced with was to comply 
with the requisite of having 15 tablers for table inauguration. We 
all agree, its not exactly a walk in the park to find the 'best fit' 
members for tabling. One who understands the movement 
through the various facets of tabling.We had to make sure the 
prospects are bringing vibrancy and blend into the existing 
culture. The gamble to induct a new tabler is very similar to 
having an arranged marriage. You meet the individual 3-4 times 
after which you have to make a decision, else you might find him 

he meeting was started with the auspicious lighting of the 
lamp which was lit by the dignitaries National Extension TConvener Tr. Akhil Poddar, Area Chairman Tr. Mohit Arya, 

Area Chairperson Cr. Surbhi Sapra, in the presence of Vice Chairman 
DMRT 149 Tr. Sumit Khurana & Chairperson DMLC 89, Cr. Priya. 
Being a joint charter of Delhi United Round Table 229 and Delhi 
United Ladies Circle 124, the proceedings of the circle took place in 
parallel to the table with the similar agenda.

 A  NEW TABLE IS BORN : DELHI UNITED ROUND TABLE 229

apathetic.  To our fortune we had nine existing tablers, which 
meant that we needed another six to complete our 
requirement.  Being elected the charter chairman with tabling 
experience of just about 2 years, this expedition was like setting 
up a new venture. It was a daunting task to inject the same 
amount of motivation in all the members, making sure we have 
the minimum attendance criteria fulfilled and simultaneously 
decide my table head board, budgets, year plans, conveners, 
date of inauguration etc.  Formation of a new table is a formal 
process requiring a table name and logo. 3 friends sat down 
over maggi and coke, brainstormed 25-30 names and 
presented them at the table meeting. Most of the names were 
dismissed from the floor, who were keen to have the word 
'Modern' in the table name, owing to the majority of Modernites 
in the table. Finally after much discussion, the name DURT 
(Delhi United Round Table) emerged which later received its 
notorious nick name - 'DURTyBoyz' !

Today when I look back, this enthralling journey was made 
possible with my team that shared the same passion and 
commitment. ChiragSethi and Nikhil Rai have been 
instrumental to make this a reality. 

I recall, I was faced with many unanswered questions along the 
way, lot of times the thought crossed our mind – are we sure this 
will work? How will this survive after few years? 

Today when we see an independent performing unit, built 
stone by stone, which will last for perpetuity, it gives you a sort 
of satisfaction, difficult to explain. 

Tr. Naynesh Pasari

Fellowship
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Fellowship

t was a privilege for us, the circlers of Ludhiana 
Ladies Circle, to have our first “Area 5 fellowship of    
the year 2012-2013” in Punjab. We got a chance to I
host our dear circlers from Delhi along with our 

Guest of Honour Nat. President Cr. Ramya and ACP Cr. 
Surabhi Sapra. It was a fun filled masti fellowship 
where we all got to taste the true flavours of Punjab.

Our Nat. Prez. Ramya along with ACP Cr. Surabhi joined 
us directly from Dehradoon on December 16, 2012. Cr. 
Shruti our co-AST from DDLC 106 was already in 
Ludhiana. Myself along with our guests and a few more 
circlers had an afternoon lunch meeting at Colonel's 
Cabin. We had the honour of inducting a prospect Cr. 
Shikha Goyal by our esteemed guests. After a 
brainstorming session and lots of planning all of us 
then headed for the AREA 5 project site at bal bhawan. 
At Bal Bhawan we donated goodies and drinks to the 
orphaned children there. 

This was followed by an action packed shopping spree……All of us lured ourselves with lovely winter clothing, capes 
and stoles. The shopping instincts in us mushroomed out quickly and we had a ball. As our Area 5 AVC was on bed 
rest we all went to visit our for a quick coffee.  This was  followed by our most awaited all girls fellowship at cr. 
Mallika's residence. We were joined by our 2 circler friends from DSLC 15 Cr. Megha CP, and Cr. Sunayna IPC.

It was a  Pajama Party wherein all had one motto Eat Eat and Eat only. What a great masti time we all had. Cr. Bhavika 
made everyone play games. Truth and Dare helped everyone to open up and bond with each other. This was followed 
by 2 truths and 1 lie,,, our favourite game. Our Ludhiana tracksuits were well appreciated and brought by everyone 
and we all loved wearing them. All of us chitchatted , shared our experiences and then we were set for the next 
morning  for golden temple enroute Haveli.

stWe left Luidhiana at 9:00am and our 1  stop was at Jullandhar haveli for breakfast. Haveli is a theme restaurant with 
everything Punjabi.  We all settled for a low seating breakfast and enjoyed the sumptuous Punjabi Chatti di lassi, 
amritsari chane and a variety of paranthas which were the flavours of the day. Lots of pictures were clicked and we 
took turns to draw water from a well placed there.

What a feeling it was!!! Punjab ki mehak aane lagi. What next… we all headed for the swarn mandir..our very own 
Golden Temple. We had the divine darshan in the most serene and splendid Golden Temple.. So magnificent and 
royal. We worshipped after standing in a long queue, took th,e prasadam and was just in time to catch up for the 
wagah border's beating the Retreat.

It was truly a magical experience!!! 

Looking forward for more of it.

In Circling,

LMF Cr. Bhavika Gupta,

CP LLC 110

 

LUDHIANA LC HOSTS AREA 5 FELLOWSHIP
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ello to all my freinds... it was a journey that i would 
love to swing on again, anytime.. sharing is Hsomething I can always do....

The Charter : January 18 was a big day for LC96 as well 
.more than adding a vibrant, exteremly talented and 
vivaciously beautiful and endlessly committed Udaipur 
gals to the circling world the sense of contentment and 
gratification is inxplicable. The charter affair organised by 
ULLC 125 is one such extravaganza which displayed the 
creativity ,wisdom and superb conceptualisation of the 
Udaipur gals.. An event so well organised we felt we visited 
a royal village. The CP Samprati and her team were well 
versed with the entire process and we finished the charter 
bang on time , relished Rajasthani delicacies and left for 
Bhilwara along with Nat.Pres. Ramya and ACP Surabhi.

Press Conference: The objective behind this was to 
highlight the work done by Ladies Circle India (LCI). Our 
Nat. Pres. Ramya talked about the working of LCI and how 
it is a unique and socially inclined organisation. The event 
went of well with superb coverage in all leading 
newspapers of Bhilwara.

Meet the President.  We had two internal inductions by 
Ramya and a fantastic presentation of our work by our 
smart Secy Sandhya. She was also given Super Secy 
Recognition by ACP Surabhi. The meet was a memorable 
meet and went on to become a landmark one for all of us at 
96.We were floored with the  sensibility  and simplicity of 
Ramya. Not to mention the ‘never say die’ attitude and 
dedication of our dear Area 5 CP Surabhi !

Fellowship: Rock n Roll, Lamps n candles, War of DJs and 
rewind to the 70s.

With the song and tunes of 80s and 70s...everyone rejoiced 
& recalled the era that was charted byt he most peppy 
numbers which are even today lovely to bang on!!! .

19th : RJSS project done with Ramya and Surabhi wherein 
we gave sewing machines to 6 destitute women .we have 
already done 5 before. An emotionally driven roller 

coaster ride wherein we reached d pinnacle of our 
satisfaction while we Interacted with these women n how 
ladies circle has changed their lives! We all Xcliamed proud 
to be a circler inside our lillte hearts as v all knw its all 
stright frm the heart.

My time as a CP is something beyond words n miraculously 
superb; to be given as a submission it had been an Hrd 
programme for me n m simply loving it n getting hungry 
for infinite circling .Eventually changing so many lives 
through  RJSS n APS ,Solar water heater n community 
services along with spreading awarness thru tree 
plantation ...n supporting global issues .I surely hav 
changed as a person nd a change is always for betterment 
towards making this world a better place to live ......i feel 
deeply honored n hugely fortunate to be a part of this  
beautiful movement called ladies Circle india !

Proud to be a circler...all straight frm heart !!

Krishna Rathi
Chaiperson,  BULC 96.

CHARTER OF UDAIPUR LC AND SUPER FELLOWSHIP

Fellowship
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Fellowship

ULC 96 has eternally been an originator for the 
welfare of the social order on the whole. Striding Bfor betterment is the foremost focal point we put 

on the activities conducted by us. FLAVOR FUSIONS is one 
among many.

Defiantly its going to be a PACESETTER & PRACTICE to 
track in years to come up to. WE THE WOMEN, majorly 
underrate our potential as doers & achievers, disregard 
the fact - we are the LIVE WIRES of the society, the 
CREATORS & NURTURERS every way. All we need is a 
podium to present, some cheering & fascinating factors 
that are certainly around us, just need to discover them.

KRISHNA, our chairperson did it. NAMITA & SUMAN have 
been excellently  energetic circlers. The veiled ability was 
rummage around. Our CHEF CIRCLERS NAMITA & SUMAN 
were simply stunning in their roles of teacher & trainer. In 
addition our GUEST CHEF NISHU was even astounding 
with her work as a BAKER.

We had a count of 30 ladies as learners & audience. It was 
implausible that are registration was FULL HOUSE 
PACKED in just 24 hours of FLAVOR FUSION being 
declared. It was a proud moment as circler to witness the 
success of the event.

We taught 6 RECIPES in 2 HOURS SESSION. This was 
indeed extremely well planned & plotted to the 
contentment of the audience being achieved in all ways. 
CHEF SUMAN in full swing set off the stage with CHOCO 
CRISPS almost in 6 variants pursued by CHOCO DIPPED 
STRAWBERRIES, these were again taught in 4 variants, 
she than had her fabulous formula shared – CHOCOLATE 
making in 4 variants.

While CHEF NAMITA & NISHU jointly opened with BAKED 
CHEESY TWISTIES, sharing all the tips & techniques to be 
tagged. Second recipe shared was CHOCOLATE MOUSE.  

FLAVOR FUSIONS BY BULC 96..

Mouth watering & lip smacking delicacies which are by 
and large only BOUGHT but now can be BAKED at home. 
They also tipped girls about the assortment of small & 
jiffy variations with which the flavours can be altered & 
playing with these flavours is FLAVOR FUSION.

Not leaving, participants were strewn with 
complementary set of every recipe learned, written 
copies & notes for all. A taste making round, tips on 
choco & cheese, Q & A session & finally reminders & 
remarks for the show upheld.

BULC 96 has received a line of publicity not just for any 
one activity but for every act done. While FLAVOR 
FUSIONS has received full fledge publicity in town & 
cover page of many newspaper, DAINIK BHASKAR, 
RAJASTHAN PATRIKA, MEWAR TIMES, LOKJIVAN & 
NAYA INDIA had covered each note & bit of the show. 
Adding a local news television coverage also included in 
the above stream of PUBLICITIES!!!

WOW!!! We are PRIDE OF LC FAMILY!!!

Rum Punch
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Projects

PROJECT BY DWRT 50

PLANTATION AT DDA PARK BY DART 130

DART 130 has always been in the forefront of  all ‘Green Activities’. 
From releasing a ‘Green issue’ of our table magazine to adopting 
parks in the cities.. DART has done it all. We again planted saplings at 
DDA Park, Vasant Vihar  during RTI week, along with students of 
JIMS and authorities managing the park.”
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Projects

GLMF DRT5 CELEBRATES WORLD ELDERS DAY 
Delhi Round Table 5 has been doing this project of World Elders Day for 
many years and contributing to the community service. The tablers of 
GLMF DRT 5 did this community service again this year (October 2) but 
with a difference!! 

We decided to celebrate with the elders living in our table developed 
project of Tau Devi Lal Old Age Home, Faridabad. With 70 elders staying in 
the home, who are homeless and have been thrown out of their houses by 
their own children. The tablers of DRT5 did a recce and found that few 
elders were thrown out of their houses just because they were suffering 
from incurable diseases and their children could not get them proper 
treatment

ACTIVITY BY CRT 216
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Projects

BLOOD DONATION DRIVE BY DURT 229
Delhi United Round Table organized a Blood Donation Drive in Delhi on October 17, 2012.  This was the maiden project 
for Delhi United Round Table and we thank all the tablers for their encouragement.

BLOOD DONATION CAMP AT JIMS BY DAR 130
Last year DART conducted two Blood donation camps. This year too we held a camp at JIMS Kalkaji and 
managed to collect almost 200 units, donated by studntes and others

LC 89 & RT 149 BLOOD DONATION AT ROTARY
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 JPRT 171 OPENS NEW BLOCK AT GYAN VIDYA MANDIR 

he Round Table  India Golden Jubilee FTE School Block 
at GYAN VIDHYA MANDIR, Dadabari, Sanganer, Jaipur Twas inaugurated on Oct 2, 2012.  The School has been 

build with support of P&G Shiksha.

This is the 5th School Built by JPRT171. The total Project cost is 
Rs 13,75000 with construction of 4 classrooms and it will 
benefit around 200 students. 

The school will be managed by Jagriti, a well known NGO in 
Jaipur. In this unique partnership Jagriti will take care of quality 
of education and also the students will be given free education 
,mid day lunch, uniform and books for next 10 years.

Chairman Sameer thanked NST Deepak Menda, Area Chairman 
Mohit Arya, Area Mentor Ravi Baid, Mayank Maheshwari, Tr 
Amit Begani National President Nepal and fellow floor tablers 
of Jaipur for there support and presence in inauguration.

GLMF Tr. Deepak M Menda National Secretary inaugurated the 
school. He spoke about the RTI FTE projects and encouraged 
kids to study and do good.

Area Chairman Mohit Arya Spoke about Round Table ,He also 
appreciated JPRT171 for the fifth Project IPC Ashish Raniwala 
gave excellent speech about the how the school has been build.

Twinklers of JPRT171 have donated books and started library 
in the School Campus. AC Mohit Arya gave excellent idea that we 
float email to Area group asking other tablers coming from 
Punjab and delhi for fellowship drive for donating books which 
can be added to the library. We at JPRT thank Deepak, Mohit and 
Ravi for taking out time and traveling all the way from Vizag and 
Delhi for our School Inaugration.
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CRT 216’S PROJECT PRAKALP AT SEWA BHARTI 

VISIT TO BLIND SCHOOL BY JHRT 185
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Projects

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS AT
RTBKI SCHOOL IN NANGLOI BY DMRT 149

INDEPENDENCE DAY
 AT VARIOUS LONG TERM PROJECTS BY JPRT 171
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What a sense of gratification and euphoria it was!!! Seeing the smiling faces of all the 
children at Bal Bhawan, we all felt so satisfied. It was indeed a noble act by all of us. 
Ludhiana Ladies Circle 110, successfully carried out the  installation and execution  of 
a Solar water geyser at the Orphanage, Bal Bhawan , located in Sarabha Nagar. It was a 
huge project costing about 1.15 lacs. 

The project was an Area 5 project wherein all circles of Area 5 participated to the best 
of their ability. Without everyone's contribution it would not have been possible!! This 
warm gesture of ours definitely brought smiles on the faces of orphaned children.

We hope to further and strengthen ourselves and further carry out and reach out to 
the underpriviledge.

I am sure- We can – HEAL THE WORLD- PEACE BY PEACE

Thanking You,

Bhavika Gupta

Chairperson Ludhiana Ladies Circle 110

Area 5 Ladies Circle India donates
Solar Water Heater at an orphanage

Signed, sealed & delivered…!

The traditional theme of the Charter Function was brought 
about beautifully by all the members dressed up in typical 
Rajputi poshaks, the dhol n dance at the entrance,tilak, tying 
of molis & showering of flowers as welcome gestures for our 
National President Cr.Ramya Rajesh, National Vice-President 
Cr.Puja Galundia, ACP Cr.Surabhi Sapra, BULC-96 CP-
Cr.Krishna Rathi & National Proj.Convenor Cr.Rashmi Garg.

thULLC took longs strides on 18  January 2013, by getting 
CHARTERED. Yes, we are finally a reality. There is a peculiar 
strength – oneness, closeness and togetherness, bursting out 
of the very environ that we walk in. The feeling  is 
inexplicable!!!!

National President Cr. Ramya Rajesh, in all her simplicity, gave 
away a very important message in the myriad things that she 
said and that is - To imbibe what the other does or say BUT 
always inject it with your own fluid of glucose and 
rejuvenation, rise above in your own image, be not a crutch for 
the others or for yourself......... ................Adapt & Learn!

Udaipur Lakecity Ladies Circle (ULLC) 125 Chartered
All the guests were besotted by the makai raab, colourful bangles 
& mojris on sale in the mini Rajasthani village(recreated for our 
special guests!), the magician's antics, enthralling folk dancers, 
the function hall enveloped cleverly with lehriyas & puppets & 
last but certainly not the least the hilarious sergeanting by our 
Tablers from ULRT-206 by Tr.Dr.Manu Bansal & Tr.Deepak 
Bhansali.

We all are so overwhelmed by the shower of appreciation & 
praises from the National & Area Office bearers and it gives us 
immense pride to discover that we've achieved something that 
the LCI holds in high regard.

It gives me sheer pleasure to see all our Circlers put their heart & 
soul into this new born baby - ULLC.

Its time to announce to the world that if a role matches our mirth, 
girth, age & spirit, we are your women!!!!!
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MLC112 went to Rajiv Gandhi Cancer Hospital to see a 
child, a ten year old boy, who was suffering from blood Dcancer but it was shocking to see there was nobody 

from his family around him. The mother was with her new 
born baby and father had gone to collect money from the PM 
fund.  

My heart poured out when I saw the child alone. We went 
around the hospital and came to know there were umpteen 
cases of deaths due to lack of funds to buy medicines and have 
proper treatment. Most surprising, as told by the doctors 
there, was that we the educated class are able to bargain for 
their life saving medicines but the same does not happen in 
case of poor illiterate people. While going through this 
experience, just one thing was hitting me that we all should 
come together and make some extra effort to contribute for 
the betterment of the society as our moral satisfaction lies in 
the same. DMLC112 did and contributed Rs 10,000/- towards 
the treatment of the child. 

I truly thank Ladies Circle who has given me chance to give 
back something to the society.

Cr Shweta Marda, DMLC112

“CANCER A DISEASE, POVERTY TAKES YOU TO DEATH”

Green Marathon @ Pacfeast by RT 216



HRD & LAPD



Like it or not, we live in a violent world. There are robberies, sexual 
assaults and home invasions on a daily basis. There are some evil 
people out there that prey on those they perceive to be weak. Most 
people mistakenly believe that it will never happen to them, but recent 
incidents in past have proved us wrong. We can't assume that we'll be 
protected by the police. In all likelihood, the police won't be there 
when you come across a potential attacker. You'll have to think and act 
quickly and decisively if you want to come out of it unharmed. 

At Area 5 we believe that “By failing to prepare; you are preparing 
to fail”. So we took upon us this initiative to be Pro-active and offered 
this opportunity to all Area 5 circlers and their twinklers to learn how 
to protect themselves. 

rdOn 23  March 2013 an HRD was organized at Friends Club at 11.00am. 
Professional Taekwondo trainers came to teach us about basic self- 
defense moves in different scenarios. The workshop was attended by seven circlers. All the circlers were given individual 
trainers to practice their moves. The workshop was very informative and thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Self Defense today gives you that necessary tool towards self protection. Always remember……

“The one who fights back retains her self respect and dignity”

Priyanka Aggarwal

Area5 HRD Convenor

Self Defense Workshop @ Area 5………. BE NIRBHAYA

We coordinated with Vasan Eye Care for an eye camp. 

Their team is so supportive and cooperative that we 

managed to have it at two places . 

It was an amazing experience. The underprivileged 

children and their parents were thankful that we got the 

camp for them. Many had general eye weakness, rubbing 

and drying of eyes, many were advised drops, vitamins, 

follow up of eye sight check up and also glasses.  We have 

assured to follow up with the needful. Thank you Ladies 

Circle India for such a beautiful initiative.

Cr. Sunayna Sugla 

DSLC 15.

DSLC 15 in Vasan Eye Care Project 2012
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ello girls... its been a year since i am part of BULC 96 
(BHILWARA UNITED LADIES CIRCLE 96). Its a Hpleasure joining all of you into this journey of self 

acclamation..

Our HRD activities have been quite a WORD in two quarters. 
We started with – 

a) HEART & SOUL: Lovely motive... awesome way to do it & 
Just ONE WORD to describe your journey of circling.

Some stated it to be LEARNING, FUN & FELLOWSHIPS, 
SATISFACTION, BONDS, MARVELLOUS, GRATIFYING... Many 
more adjectives to add on... but listening to each of them gave 
me an idea what CIRCLING is... “DIVINE”.......

b) SMILOGRAM: We shared smiles by when our wonderful CP 
KRISHNA, personifying each circler with a only one of its kind 
eminence possessed by them...imprinted on a pen next to the 
name of that being circler. 

c) LAPD – KIDS: GAnesh Chaturthi being the occasion, 
celebration was called for. We asked kids to speak up amid all 
circlers & twinklers about LORD GANESH & his stories... 

Further took them to visit HYUNDAI car workshop.. where 
they simply freaked out.

d) LAPD KIDS – Its winters.. its warm & so its wonderful to 
play with kids.. we did it in our BULC 96 style... traversing kids 
to MUKHIJAS FARMS.. where they learned GARDENING & 
PLANTATION along with VEGETATION & CROP GROWING in 
accordance with the seasons.

e) LAPD KIDS – EMERGING AS A WINNER: Twinklers were 
requested to sketch a RAVAN, than were strewn with sheets 
to note down the BAD HABITS they comprise or their moms 
consider they contain.... following that they blazed RAVAN 

alongside with the sheet with listed bad habits. at the end of 
the day they emerge as a victor..........

f) SHARE A SECRET: Girls going naughty is always fun... 
SHARING IS PART OF CARING!!!!! When we share, we do care. 
These moments gets you nearer & helps you bond even 
better. 

g) REVEAL THE X FACTOR: You never know whats cooking 
under the sun in ones mind, but this surely helped us knowing 
what each of us think about other... Some WOWS & WOOOS 
came naturally...

h) THANKS GIVING: A brilliant approach to rise for 
inspiration. As a birthday celebration, each had to thank the 
birthday girls for a bit or erstwhile, you ever felt appreciative 
to her for..

I) KIT KAT BREAK BANTA HAI: Here was a funfilled activity 
carried out... All circlers shared for the one sitting to her left - 
WHY, WHERE & HOW needs a break according to them. Girls 
went naughty & witty... LOVED IT!!!

j) LAPD LITTLE CHEFS ARE COMING: Here we introduced 
KIDS TABLE for the first time. LITTLE CHEF includes not just 
easy recipes for kids to cook, but also imparting & elucidating 
them concerning the HEALTH & HEALTHY LIFESTYLE 
(Healthy food being the focus). Later will publish the COOK 
BOOK of these LITTLE CHAMPS TURNED CHEFS.  

These were a few excellent moments shared by all the cirlers 
in BULC 96...

Thanks for everything

CP Krishna Rathi & Cr Sandhya Sharma
Sec BULC 96
Area V fellowship Conv.

BULC 96 HIGH ON HRD  
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LAPD

LAPD HELD FOR AREA 5 TWINKLERS @ MUSSOURIE 

Couple HRD held by CRT 216



Fundraisers
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Dabangg 2 premier fund raiser by DMRT 43

Talaash movie premier by DURT & DULC

Ek Tha Tiger movie premier by CRT 216

Fundraisers
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Fundraisers

DUSHERRA CASINO NITE BY DWRT 50
Dusherra Casino Nite  held at Tr. Manish Kapoor’s residence on 24th October. We had close to 100+ heads attending 
the event from Round Table and outside Round Table. We were able to raise close to Rs.90,000 from the event



International Tabling
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International Tabling

LRT 188 HOSTS NNBS STUDENTS IN LUDHIANA
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International Tabling

CRT 216 HOSTS NNBS STUDENTS IN CHANDIGARH
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International Tabling

DWRT 50 HOSTS AUSTRIAN TR. MATTHIAS FROM RT-50 
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International Tabling

DMRT 43 HOSTS INTERNATIONAL
 TABLERS FROM RT43 AUSTRIA 



Twinklers
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Twinklers

DART 130 TWINKLERS VISIT TO NEHRU PLANETARIUM 

14 Twinkers and 8 DARTERS visited the Nehru Planetarium at Teen 
Murti House on Sunday, Nov 18. This was part of kids Taare Zameen 
Par (TZP) activity. It was quite an apt venue to have the TZP here as 
they also learned about Taare Asmaan main or real stars in the sky.

Twinklers explored things about Universe, planets, earth and stars. 
They climbed up the model of the India’s first Rocket launcher and 
also saw the exhibition put up at the planetarium. The exhibition had 
some interesting models and displays, talking about different aspects 
of universe. There was also the space suit worn by India’s first 
astronaut Rakesh Sharma and the space craft model in which he 
traveled to space.

DART 130 TWINKLERS SHINE AT RTI’S 
“DRAW INDIA DRAW CONTEST” 

It was a moment of immense pride and joy when we 
received the news that of two of our DART twinklers – 
HARSHITA JAIN & ANANYA TANTIA were awarded the 
consolation prizes for their drawings at DRAW INDIA 
DRAW 2012 – the all India drawing contest by Round Table 
India. Around six twinklers from DART had sent in their 
entries for the contest

It was all the more heartening to see these two smart girls as 
winners considering that the contest had hundreds of 
entries from the entire tabling fraternity in the country. This 
recognition would surely come as a boost to these budding 
artistes.
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Twinklers

LRT 188 LAUNCHES ITS LITTLE GENIUS CLUB

LRT-188 and LLC-110 are pleased

to announce the launch of their

Little Genius Club.

The event was held ata 

HOT Million’s Restaurant Ludhiana

on children’s day.

NDRT 24’S LAUNCHES ITS TWINKLERS MAGAZINE

1st quarterly issue of GLMF Ndrt 24 ‘s Twinklers magazine. This magazine was launched on October 
10, 2012-  on the tables charter day celebrations by area chairman Mohit Arya.
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NDRT 24 CELEBRATES TWINKLERS’ WEEK

TWINKLERS CREATIVE WORKSHOP BY GLMF NDRT 24
A creative workshop was organized for the twinklers where they made beautiful lanterns out of waste bottles.They were 
later sold at Dussehra & Diwali mela for fundraising. Doors of creativity were opened up for the twinklers of GLMF NDRT 24. 

Everyone gathered at the residence of Chairman Tr.Vikas Mittal for the evening, Shweta Dungarwal, wife of Tr.Kirty 
Dungarwal. was ready with the raw material, including decorative net, glitters, frolica, sparkles, glass colours, LED lights 
etc. Children put their artistic skills to great use by decorating empty waste bottles and other material. 
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Twinklers

“DRAW INDIA DRAW” TWINKLERS ACTIVITY BY CRT 216

CRT 216 TWINKLERS VISIT SARAS MELA IN PATIALA
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DMRT 149’S TWINKLERS AT THE ‘IMAGINATION FACTORY’
e had no idea that our Twinklers can be so imaginative and creative! 
held at Sq Leg Alok’s residence on October 6, 2012 we saw the best of our Twinklers. Faced with an assorted Wpile of junk, they put on their thinking caps and got to work to come up with some interesting inventions. The 

young Inventors worked with a will, toiled for 90 mins to create their masterpieces.

At the Best out of ‘Waste Competition’ 

CRT 216 TWINKLERS GO ON A RIDE OF ‘MILKY WAY’ 
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‘INDIA’S GOT TALENT’ BY TWINKLERS OF RT 216 & RT 24

“TAARE ZAMEEN PAR”  RTI WEEK EVENT – CRT 216
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Twinklers

DDRT 157 TWINKLERS CELEBRATE I-DAY 
ndependence Day celebrations weren’t just over yet. Twinkelers joined their families for a power packed lunch at 
DLF promenade folloed by, yes you guessed it, more fun and more games!!I

65TH INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS WITH TWINKLERS 
GLMF NDRT 24

t was a proud moment for the GLMF NDRT 24 to Celebrate the 65th Independence Day with the Twinkler’s at IPC 
Tr.Amit Gupta’s Farm House in Noida. The day started with the meeting and Table also inaugurated its TWINLER’S ICLUB by the Area Mentor Sq. Leg Tr. Atul Gupta with area Twinkler’s convenor Tr.Rishi Arora.

DMRT 149 TWINKLERS ENJOY I-DAY WITH KITES 
ndependence day and kites go hand in hand – there can be no 
Independence day celebrations without kite flying. In true IMillennium tradition 3 Tablers, 1 HT, 3 Sq Legs, 2 Circlers and 

10 Twinklers entered into it with gusto. We all got together at Sq 
Leg Anand’s rooftop to fly kites in the evening. HT Ravi is a pro and 
he helped all the Twinklers get their kites air borne.

For many Twinklers this was their first kite flying experience and 
they had a blast. Anand and Bela played gracious hosts as always. 
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DART 130 TWINKLERS VISIT RASHTRAPATI BHAWAN

art of its continuous efforts to strengthen its Twinklers Club, DART has decided to hold a number of educative and Pentertaining activities for the kids and one of them was a visit to the Rashtrapati Bhawan on August 25, 2012.

In the month when we celebrate Independence Day, DART 130 took its Kids for a tour of the home of the First Citizen of 
India. A large number of Darters – including 8 ladies and 11 kids – visited the Rashtrapati Bhawan.

The visit was highly educational and informative for everyone. It was especially interesting for all the twinklers as the 
visit helped instill a sense of patriotism in them. They learnt about the history of India, history of the grand 90-year-old 
building and also about the Indian Presidents. DART plans to do many such activities for its kids where they can both 
enjoy and learn about things.



Publicity
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NEWSPAPER COVERAGE OF AREA 5'S DREAM PROJECT: 
INAUGURATION OF RTI P&G GITA MANDIR  

MAYOR SPEAKING TO DD NEWS

NEWSPAPER
COVERAGE POST-EVENT

MEDIA COVERAGE OF FREE EYE CAMP BY DART 130 & DMRT 43



Steven Spielberg

“IDEA CAN CHANGE THE WORLD”



Steve Jobs

“LETS BUILD TOMORROW”
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